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Majority of “superfood” exist as plant-based food. As 
a brewer which has studied food technology among 

specialization plant raw materials/products and has grown up 
in rural area I try to link beer to globally trend – “superfoods”. 
This is a big opportunity to increase awareness among people 
that consumption of beer in proper, moderate amounts 
could be health and has good impact for well-being. Main 
ingredients of beer are: water, malted grains, hops and yeast. 
But nowadays we observe that breweries add to beer fruits 
and plants and some of them are considered as “super-”. 

Next thing, there is possibility to substitute typical grains for 
“supergrains” in brewing process. Craft breweries should be 
mainly consider as producers of “superbeers” due to them 
flexibility in make decision process and willingness to use new 
ingredients. Globally Annual Growth Rates are 19.9% by 2025 
for Craft Beers and 15, 7% for “superfoods” during the period 
2018-2022. From these forecasts data from above, there is 
bright future for “superbeers” category and big opportunity 
for breweries, farmers, suppliers, researchers and finally 
consumers who could find additional value in beer. 
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Could we name beer as “superfoods”?




